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Team Atlanta flops at Shooting Stars

By Michael Cunningham 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

10:36 p.m. Saturday, February 13, 2010

DALLAS -- Maybe Team Atlanta used up all its sizzle during warm-ups for the Shooting Stars competition

on Saturday night.

The Atlanta contingent -- Hawks guard Joe Johnson, Dream forward Angel McCoughtry and former Hawks

All-Star Steve Smith -- needed just 30 seconds to make the six shots during its practice run. Smith made a

shot from halfcourt, the last in the sequence, in one attempt.

Then the real competition started and Team Atlanta struggled, finishing last with a time of 1:47. It took

Johnson, Smith and McCoughtry 19 combined attempts to make the halfcourt shot.

“It was that halfcourt shot that got us,” Johnson said. “That’s usually my shot, too.”

Team Texas won the competition. Mavericks forward Dirk Nowitzki, San Antonio Silver Stars guard Becky

Hammon and former Rockets player Kenny Smith needed just 34.3 seconds to make the six shots in the

final round vs. Team Los Angeles.

For the first time the competition featured former players who also are television analysts. Steve Smith, who

works for NBA TV, is prepared for some ribbing from TNT analyst Kenny Smith.

“Let me tell you something: The balls were messed up,” Steve Smith joked. “For me, the losing ain’t bad.

It’s losing to Kenny Smith. Now I’ve got to hear it about it every day. He’s going to bring the trophy out on

set.”

McCoughtry, the WNBA Rookie of the year last season, had warned Steve Smith about what was at stake.

“I told him he needs to get his ice, his massage, some Flexall, whatever he needs to do to get ready,” she

said. “He needs this ‘W’ more than I do. He’s an analyst, and he will get talked about bad [on TV] if he

loses.”

The Shooting Stars competition opened the events of All-Star Saturday night, which also included the dunk

contest, 3-point competition and skills challenge.

In the 3-point contest, Celtics veteran Paul Pierce won by holding off a strong challenge from Warriors

rookie guard Stephen Curry. Pierce was the 2008 Finals MVP and wanted a 3-point title, too.

“I wanted this one real bad,” Pierce said. “I know a lot of people looked at the names in the 3-point

competition and thought I didn’t have a chance. I’m not known as a shooter.”
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Suns guard Steve Nash won the skills challenge, negotiating the dribbling, passing and shooting course in

29.9 seconds to top Utah’s Deron Williams.

Among the judges for the dunk competition were former Hawks and dunk champions Dominique Wilkins

and Spud Webb. Webb topped teammate Wilkins in the dunk competition at the 1986 All-Star game in

Dallas.
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